Abstract. Text Categorization (TC) has attracted the attention of the research community in the last decade. Algorithms like Support Vector Machines, Naïve Bayes or k Nearest Neighbors have been used with good performance, confirmed by several comparative studies. Recently, several ensemble classifiers were also introduced in TC. However, many of those can only provide a category for a given new sample. Instead, in this paper, we propose a methodology -MECAC -to build an ensemble of classifiers that has two advantages to other ensemble methods: 1) it can be run using parallel computing, saving processing time and 2) it can extract important statistics from the obtained clusters. It uses the mean co-association matrix to solve binary TC problems. Our experiments revealed that our framework performed, on average, 2.04% better than the best individual classifier on the tested datasets. These results were statistically validated for a significance level of 0.05 using the Friedman Test.
Introduction
In the last decade the Information Retrieval (document management tasks) has attracted a major attention of the machine learning research community due to the high number of electronic documents available on and offline. One of the most relevant tasks is Text Categorization (TC): it consists in labeling automatically a document with a certain category, based on its content. This problem is solved using supervised classification algorithms. From the document set, a feature space is extracted based on a set of unique, uncommon and frequent terms which are evaluated for each document. Many comparative studies have been presented in the last years to understand which classifiers should be the most adequate to the TC domain problems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In the last years, some ensemble approaches were also considered to improve the TC performance. In this paper, we present a distinct methodology to ensemble as many classifiers -distinct algorithms or just the same algorithm with different parameters -as defined into a single one using the mean co-association technique (commonly applied in the consensus clustering area [8] ) -the MECAC (Ensemble Classification using Mean Co-Association Matrix).
Our motivation was to build a new ensemble framework returning more than a simple category for a new sample, as many state-of-art TC algorithms (ensemble and individual ones) do. The authors wanted to extract other kind of metrics useful to better understand the results and/or determine how the categories evolve in time (i.e. clusters birth, merge, etc. like it is presented in the novelty detection problems [9] ).
We considered four state-of-art classifiers for single-label TC to carry in our experiments: Support Vector Machines with a linear kernel (SVM-linear), k Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Naïve Bayes (NB) and Neural Networks (NNET). Firstly, we build a baseline ensemble method (ENS-b) for comparison against the ensemble approach we propose. ENS-b uses the majority class considered among the base classifiers (we used four models, one model per algorithm). Secondly, we used the same base learners to build two ensembles using MECAC: ENS1, that used all the four models, and ENS2 that used all except NB. Finally, we compared the four base learners, ENS-b, ENS1 and ENS2 using three performance metrics: macro avg./micro avg. F1-measure and CohenKappa to classify document collections of Reuters-21578 dataset [10] . Our experiments show the utility of our methodology for TC: despite the good results presented by all individual classifiers, our best ensemble improved the results of the best individual classifier in each data block by 2.04% (on average). These results were statistically validated for a significance level of 0.05 using the Friedman Test. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 states a brief description of the problem and some related work. Section 3 presents formally our approach. Section 4 describes how we tested the methodology to a concrete problem. Firstly we describe the dataset and the preprocessing applied. Secondly, we present the ensemble building process. Finally, we point the metrics we used to evaluate each considered approach. Section 5 presents the experimental setup used and the results obtained. It also presents a discussion about those results. Section 6 concludes and describes the future work we intend to carry on.
Problem Overview
Multiple approaches to binary TC were presented in the last decades using some wellknown classifiers. However, it is usually difficult to know which one is the best to classify our current text documents [4] . In the literature, there are several comparative studies between distinct classifiers in order to evaluate their performance. In [4] , a study to compare Support Vector Machines (SVM), k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) and Naïve Bayes (NB) is presented to perform binary TC. It concludes that all the algorithms should be considered as long as the optimal parameter settings could be used for each one. In [7] , SVM, NB, logistic regression and LLSF (Linear Least Square Fit) are also compared. All but NB consistently achieve a top performance. Another algorithm usually considered for this task is the neural network (NNET) one [2] .
Despite this straight forwarding knowledge achieved with single supervised learning techniques, the community attention changed its main focus in the last years: the researchers tend to use complex and advanced techniques to solve these problems. Many hybrid techniques to build ensembles of classifiers for TC have been recently used [11] : i) using different subsets of training data with a single learning method, ii) using different parameter settings with a single learning method (e.g. using different initial weights for each neural network in an ensemble) and iii) using different learning methods. The scenario considered in this work is the iii). It is commonly observed that the ensemble accuracy is superior when compared to its base classifiers: in [6] it is used the Dempster's rule of combination to ensemble SVM, kNN and Rocchio [12] : the ensemble accuracy is, on average, 2.68% better than the best base classifier; in [5] the authors present a framework to combine multiple NNET and it is compared to kNN, SVM, single-NNET and Decision Tree (DT) using a single dataset; it achieves an improvement of 2,7% (of F1 measure); the use of AdaBoost.MH and AdaBoost.MH KR to solve multi-label TC problems in [13] shows gains from 1 to 4% (F1).
We found motivation to develop this work due to a particular issue: the majority of the existing approaches to TC give only one kind of information about a new sample (i.e., a text document): the category. How can we know if this is the most suitable one? Should this sample belong to a new and inexistent system category? The unsupervised learning techniques can provide different kinds of information [14] [15] [16] about their categories (i.e. clusters). We applied a hybrid approach of both supervised and unsupervised learning trying to get the best from the two learning approaches: different kinds of information and better classification accuracy.
The contribution of this work is a new framework to combine results from different classifiers using a weighted mean co-association matrix. At author's best knowledge, this kind of methodology was never applied to build a classifier ensemble on TC problems.
Methodology
The problem we solve here is the construction of an ensemble to do binary classification of single-labeled text documents. This is done using a weighted mean co-association matrix (firstly proposed to do consensual clustering in [8] ) that measures the consensus between all the classifiers to attribute the same class to all existing pairs of text documents. This matrix contains the distances between every pair of documents considered. Finally, we use clustering to separate the documents into distinct categories and SVM-linear to label the clusters. This general idea for our methodology (MECAC) can be divided into three simple steps: 1) the classifiers training; 2) the calculus of the agreement matrix between the test documents and the input classifiers; 3) the documents clustering. The MECAC is briefly presented in Fig. 1 and it is be described in detail further in this section. Let X={x1, x2…xn} be a set of n single labeled two classes (Class1 and Class2) text documents and C={c1, c2…ck} be a set of k classifiers of interest. These classifiers can be obtained using only one algorithm (with different parameter settings, using different training sets or different feature subsets) or using different algorithms. Then, the classifiers are combined. Step 1 -The Classifiers Training A set of classifiers is generated by applying k classification algorithms to our training set X. π = π , π … π contains the class determined by the classifiers to our test set."
Step 2 -The calculus of the Agreement Matrix
We present an algorithm that creates a new distance measurement based on the agreement between the k classifiers. Let M (s x s) be a quadratic matrix as large as the number of test documents. The values in the matrix measure the agreement between the classifiers to categorize equally both documents. The mean coassociation matrix [8] , represents the classification agreement between all classifiers. The values in the matrix are obtained as follows:
where a is the number of classifiers that classified equally the documents i and j, independently on the true class of both documents. This matrix measures the agreement of the classifiers to label equally each pair of documents. This information is directly about the similarity between each pair of documents -then the category is calculated based on it. The weights (the pow used to calculate the agreement instead of a simple sum) were introduced to enhance the agreement achieved between all classifiers: it is measured exponentially to express its consensus relevance. This weighted measure is one of the main contributions of this work because it innovates the calculus of the distance between text documents for binary TC (the simple sum proposed in [8] performs worst in the current context). Such distance highlights the agreement between the classifiers (i.e. the similarity between the documents).
After its normalization (we divide all the values in the matrix for its maximum value), it is possible to transform the matrix M into the quadratic matrix (s x s), as follows:
where ma is the previously referred maximum.
Step 3 -The Document Clustering
We use the matrix as input for a clustering algorithm of interest like k-means. We split the test set into 2 unlabeled partitions because this is a binary classification problem. To label them, we used a known robust classifier for binary classification: SVM with a linear kernel [2, 4, 11] . We set the labels to the partitions by choosing the resulting majority class for the given partition, training the algorithm with the same training set used to train the classifiers in C. A pseudo-code representation of our framework is presented in Fig. 2 .
Fig. 2. Pseudo code of MECAC, the proposed ensemble methodology

Methodology Application
In this section, we describe how we carried out our experiments. Firstly we describe the data set used and the preprocessing applied to it. Then, we briefly review how we adapted our methodology to build our ensemble in this case and finally present the metrics applied to compare our methodology versus the remaining approaches.
Procedure Ensemble Classification using Mean Co-Association Matrix (MECAC)
Input: a set of n documents to categorize X={x1, x2,…,xn} a set of k classifiers C={c1, c2,…,ck} an user-defined percentage p to form the test set
Declarations:
s is a integer representing the number of documents in the test set (n*p) class is a matrix of labels: classifiers*labels (k*s) m is an integer quadratic matrix s*s defined with zeros Body: 1. Define the test set S using s documents in X 2. Define the training set T with the remaining t documents in X 3. For each ci in C { 3.1 Train the classifier ci using the categorized documents in T 3.2 Use the trained classifier ci to categorize the documents in and k2. 7. The categories corresponding to each cluster are chosen by determining the majority class obtained in each one of them in the previous step.
Dataset
The data contained in the "Reuters-21578, Distribution 1.0 corpus" is freely available for experimentation purposes from [10] . It consists of news stories appeared on the Reuters newswire in 1987. There are 5 groups of categories in the dataset but just the TOPICS group is commonly used in TC experimental research. These groups have 135 categories and a total of 12902 documents.
In Table 1 the categories per dataset and the total number of documents per category is shown. In this work we considered just 7 categories out of the total 135. Those documents were used to form five distinct datasets (DS1 to DS5) with pairs of categories (binary classification). 
Preprocessing
One of the most important stages in TC is the preprocessing one. The uncommon words must be extracted from each document. Then, such words are used as features for the classification task. We used the tm_map function from R software [17] . Firstly, we removed the existing XML code. Then, we turned the text into plain text. Thirdly, we removed the stop words and then the extra whitespaces. Finally, we converted the text to lowercase and we removed the punctuation and the existing numbers.
Then, we did feature selection using three metrics [1, 2, 4] : (1) the Minimum Word Length (MWL), the minimum term length to consider it informative; (2) the Minimum Document Frequency (MDF), the minimum number of documents containing this term in their corpus to consider it informative; and (3) the Information Gain (IG) to impose an ordering on a set of attributes. Finally, the terms are weighted by term frequency and inverse document frequency (tfidf) [18] . We used these heuristics due to its simplicity and good performance [1, 4, 19] .
Ensemble Building
This section demonstrates how we have adapted the previously presented methodology to the problem described in Section 2. The k-means was chosen as clustering algorithm due to its simplicity, efficiency and efficacy as well as its many applications over the last decades [21] [22] [23] . We set both the MWL and the MDF as 3. The min.info parameter of the IG heuristic was set to 0.005. These parameters where used in all the experiments described in this paper. We developed all the work using the R-project and the following supervised classification algorithms: NNET, kNN, SVM with a linear kernel and NB. This choice was made due to its high popularity and performance in TC [1, 2, 4-6, 8, 19] . The R packages used to implement the algorithms are identified in Table 2 . In general, the functions default parameters (from the R) were used. The exceptions, i.e., the user-defined parameters, are described next.
The NNET implementation used to carry out the experiments had 4 main parameters: the size (measures the number of units in the hidden layer); the decay and rang (they set the weight decay and measure the initial random weights, respectively) and the maxit (it sets the maximum number of iterations). They were set to 2, 5e , 0.1 and 400, respectively. The classifiers described were used to build three ensembles: ENS1 is an ensemble build using MECAC from all base classifiers and; ENS2 only uses the three most accurate base classifiers as input to MECAC. Finally, we built a baseline ensemble to compare our approaches with -ENS-b. It uses the majority class among all classifiers. In a tie scenario, the class is randomly chosen. Some metrics were used to compare the ensembles accuracy versus each individual algorithm considered.
Evaluation Metrics
The metrics to evaluate prediction accuracy uses the confusion table with the notions of true positive, false positive, false negative and true negative (TP, FP, FN and TN). However, these notions are not meaningful in TC. A contingency table is presented in Table 3 naming the correspondences between the two classes and that nomenclature. Two widely used metrics in TC to test classifiers' accuracy are the macro averaged F1 measure [3] and the micro averaged one [23] . The macro avg. F1 is computed locally over each category. It can be obtained as a weighted average of two other metrics: MPrecision and MRecall (averages of the precision and recall for both classes). In micro-averaging, F1 is obtained by computing globally over all category decisions. The referred metrics can be obtained as follows: We also considered the kappa coefficient (or Cohen kappa) [24] as accuracy metric. It is a statistical measure of inter-rater agreement for qualitative (categorical) events. It is computed as:
where ( ) is the relative observed agreement between the predicted and the actual categories. ( ) is the hypothetical probability of chance agreement. The observed data is used to calculate the probabilities of each observer randomly identifying each category. If the classifiers are in complete agreement then = 1. If there is no agreement among the predictions (other than what would be expected by chance) then 0.
Results
In this section, the results obtained with our dataset are presented, statistically validated and discussed. Our experimental setup was the well-known 5-fold cross validation. We used it for each one of the five datasets considered, forming 25 data blocks. We used the results obtained in each partition of the cross validation process with both F1 measures (macro and micro) and the Cohen Kappa. In Fig. 3 , an averaged comparison between all the classifiers using the three considered metrics is displayed. The results for both F1 measures are presented in detail in Table 4 and Table 5 . Secondly, we validated these results using the Friedman Test like we present below. Finally, we discuss the experiments achievements.
Results Validation (Friedman Test)
The statistical validation of these results was done using the Friedman rank test as proposed by Iman and Davenport [25] . We have compared the best individual classifier (SVM-linear), our best ensemble (ENS2) and our baseline ensemble ENS-b using the results obtained through the macro averaged F1-measure on the 25 data blocks extracted. The ranks obtained are presented in Table 6 . The P-value obtained for the null hypothesis of equivalence between the three predictors was 0.01256. This hypothesis was rejected for a significance level of 0.05.
The post-hoc analysis is level of 0.05 are displayed the variance as well as the l
The positive significance better than ENS-B and th significantly worse than E superior to the remaining 
Discussion
Some of the results presented confirm previous studies [2, 4, 7] : Fig. 3 shows that SVM performs, on average, better than kNN and NB algorithms, confirming the good results of SVM for binary classification, as reported in the literature [4] . It does not share this characteristic with the other two classifiers which are known for their good results in multi-class problems. However, several comparative studies in TC also compare algorithms known as good binary classifiers against other algorithms known as good multi-class classifiers [2, 4, 7] . It is possible to conclude directly from Table 4 and Table 5 that both ensembles (ENS1 and ENS2) present, in all datasets, better or equal results than the best base classifier. Anyway, all classifiers presented an excellent performance for the datasets considered (all F1-measure values are above 78%). The ensembles built also present a superior performance to our baseline ensemble -ENS-b, the majority class one -in both metrics considered. On average, our best ensemble ENS2 performed 2.04% better than the best individual classifier in each block (using the F1-macro aver. metric).This methodology presents two advantages that distinguish it among other ensemble approaches also used in TC. Firstly, it can be run using parallel computing: the classifiers can operate independently in different machines and the results can be [5, 6, 12, 13] . Secondly, we can extract several statistics from the obtained clusters. These statistics can be useful to validate the results that, commonly, are not possible to obtain neither using other ensemble methods. In Table 7 we present three evaluation metrics for the clusters obtained in our datasets.
We used the clusters.stats function on the [fpc] R package to proceed with this experiments. The Pearson Gamma [15] (normalized gamma) is a metric that measures the correlation between the distances and a 0-1 vector where 0 means the same cluster and 1 for different clusters. The Entropy [16] (also called variation of information) measures the amount of information lost and gained in changing from clustering C to clustering C'. The Dunn index [14] aims to identify dense and well-separated clusters.
The clusters obtained present, in general, a good quality. We want to enhance the high correlations obtained in the Pearson Gamma to justify it. However, there are several types of metrics that can be extracted. To see more about this issue, the author should read the section 4 in [15] . Such metrics can be accurately used to detect new and/or unknown categories in the system (i.e. novelty detection [26] ).
The ensemble with the best performance is the ENS2. This ensemble only uses kNN, NNET and SVM-linear classifiers while ENS1 has an additional base classifier: NB. Since NB is globally the worst among the four base classifiers (Fig. 3) , this explains the worse results of ENS1 against ENS2. Despite these results, the authors believe that increasing the number of distinct algorithms used in the ensemble will increase its accuracy but we cannot sustain this based in this specific study.
Some questions remain open: 1) are all the base classifiers of the ensemble useful in all the input space or better results could be obtained by selecting locally the subset of classifiers to predict each given example? 2) Can MECAC be useful in other binary classification problems than TC ones? 3) Can we use the extracted statistics to do novelty detection on the system categories? The dynamic selection of classifiers is an issue already explored in other research areas [27] . The multi label classification is an important problem in TC that can be addressed by MECAC…but how well does it performs in that contest? The novelty detection in TC is not a new topic [26] but can our methodology be also accurate in such task?
All these issues should be explored for TC in our future research. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a new ensemble method for classification to improve the accuracy of TC (single-label documents to be categorized into a binary classification problem). The MECAC (Ensemble Classification using Mean Co-Association Matrix) algorithm uses the mean co-association matrix, usually used in consensual clustering problems [8] . We have used this method for the resolution of a TC problem. However, it can be used for the resolution of any binary classification problem. Different base learners can be used. At author's best knowledge, such approach was never considered for classification and, consequently, it was never considered for TC problems.
To test it, we decided to use four different classifiers with the same preprocessing and parameters: k Nearest Neighbors, Neural Networks, SVM with a linear kernel and Naïve Bayes. We compared it with three different ensembles: a common baseline, ENS-B that uses the majority class voted among all individual classifiers; ENS1, that used all the referred classifiers as input of our methodology and ENS2 that used all like ENS1 except Naïve Bayes. Finally, we compared those using well known accuracy metrics (both macro and micro averaged F1-measure and Cohen-K) on five datasets of interest. This research pointed out two advantages of this methodology over other ensembles used in TC: 1) it can be run using parallel computing -which other commonly used TC ensemble classifiers cannot -and (2) we can extract useful statistics from the obtained clusters , that are not available neither using other ensemble approaches nor using individual classifiers.
Our results also demonstrated that our methodology is a real contribution to the practical application of TC: our ensemble performed on average 2.04% better than the best individual classifier and this results were statistically validated using a significance level of 0-05.
In author's opinion, this methodology still has some points to work out in its different steps like 1) pruning classifiers by choosing them dynamically for each given example or 2) reduce the well-known k-means' random start effects. However, we want to highlight the main contribution of this work: the introduction of the mean co-association matrix is a new and unused way to simultaneously measure the similarities between a pair of text documents and to define an ensemble of classifiers, improving the decision process. The work in this paper is a validation of this concept. Therefore, our studies pointed out new issues on this research topic:
• How this approach performs in other problems than TC?
• Can this approach be successfully adapted for multi-class problems?
• How can we use this statistics to find out when you need to create new categories in our system?
The last question is important to highlight one possible main advantage of MECAC facing other ensembles in a TC streaming classification problem over the time: in author's opinion, the obtained clusters can also be used to discover whether it is necessary to create a new category for a new sample. It could be done using the extracted metrics like it is proposed in other novelty detection research works [9] .
Experiments will be carried out to proceed with this work.
